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As we promised, nothing was going to come more than AA... Well, it's been a long time in the making (early since 2018!) and as one of my personal favorite animals, it finally feels good to see the whole work angama! So without any more ado, we are proud to present you: The Release of
The Reer West Bongo! Credit: Khas-Weis and Yukon Coding-Wes Ingama's-Weis We hope you enjoy this beautiful animal as much as we do! (Especially, baby, is it not super beautiful?) As you've realized we've recently worked on some more supplementary projects. We have started and
finished doing some work on other animals! So expect some more regular updates in the coming era! So here we are ready for another radical change animal to show you people from endangered castepacks as we slowly closed the gap of the remaining animals left in our project. We hope
you enjoy this upcoming and along with the release of the promise of African sahsik animals there will definitely be more updates to come! Here is a highly requested fix for our open replacement. All credit To Him. Hello download! long time no see... It's definitely been a Croatiatangal long
time that nobody (not until us!) has seen a very famous and notorious radical replacement animal product produced. The last cat's original zoo stand-up of 30 animals of The Taikon 2 was originally launched by our former team member, Samamba, almost 10 years ago and was fully
approved by new recurrence after the recurrence and then never left to see the full completion after that. Since then, the work has been shifted to the hands of other team members, including ye, and unfortunately for you guys, progress could not be found very fast! I think it's many years
that we're working on the latest recurrence and even went through some heavy over-the-tops. I hope you will forgive us for taking your time/giving us life! So it's taken to clear the longest, most infamous project to finally cross the finish line? Well it was a global global pandemic, it was not!
Sure, definitely we've been given some time to finish things, but Yukon, Wes and I'm working closely as long to make the most of this opportunity, with some input from the largely awe-hit members, such as The Handex and The Otter Lord, because it was the project was over. We hope you
enjoy that you have organized to sit together through the last few years and that the quarantine for you guys will light up a little bit. Does he need an introduction? Well, here it is anyway. It is an incredible pride to present the full reveal of the sherin. Credit: Soon – Mayor Model – Yukon
Facility – Yukon Finnan And support – Wes one each Note, this woman probably wants a man in her life, so we are currently busy in her setting with a perfect match. Who knows, maybe after that they want the whole family! Keep watching for more updates and news people and team
wishes us the best. It has been two years since Wes joined the design team, so he felt it was about time that he eliminated and released the animals to replace on his second base. This animal works a really long time, since before (and last) design lessons on our YouTube channel, back in
2016. It still has to change the first ever of her pets, and an animal you can find in almost every zoo! We're happy to present you, Rare McRaat! &gt; Download &lt; Models: Yukon, Wes Skin By Amendments: Wes &amp; Mayor so it's been a long time in making the next animal. So far, we're
not sure what made the model for it now... Wes started some baking back in July, just for fun and to improve his abilities a little bit. The skin has improved from what he expected and it's one of their favorite animals, he started working on it as a regular side project. And just a few months
later, it's finally ready to appear! Without more ado, we're proud to present you the next AA replacement: The Rare West Bongo. Models: DM, Long and Ves Skin Modifications: Changing of Wes and Yukon: Around 11 months ago, we shared a tiding of a special one of ours. Although we
revealed one of the early stages of the skin and many people succeeded in accurately assessing the animals! But earlier, in June 2016, we posted a video on the process of creating models for him! So after a year of work on the skin, and 2 years of work on the model, we are proud to show
the next AA change: Macrate. Model: Amendments by Ucon, Weis: Wes and Mayor Exhibition: Ukon Note from April 2019 – Provides the most recent Macrate model does not reveal the soonest model: Brounowolf and Handex; Yukon and Wes Skin Amendments: Yukon; Amendments by
Wes: Is by a Very Happy New Year. We've recently spoiled you with countless releases and even another. Is it great to prove the truth? Continue reading This is one of those occasions where I believe Oriboy goes oh, you deserve it-and again, not without good reason. Please welcome the
new iPad of The Janaukta Design! Continue reading new Websatizo News-June 16, 2014We created a new, easy and improved website, so it's a non-present. It will still be available for reference purposes, but can no longer be updated! Also, all downloads are renewed on the new site, so
check it out. Welcome to our new members of the new central satiuarm! Zoo News-October 3, 2013Please have a warm welcome cacodesign team for our four recent additions: Longitude, Emyaly, Okeanos Manji &amp; Most Recently, Areal! Ayyal! Look out at the meeting members section
for iPad Bayos that will be presented in the Coorsimen site update! Zoo News-May 25, 2013The site is being updated to be less minnowed and more convenient. Our last file hosting mediafire.com has removed many of our files, so we're switching to zootycoonabc.com, thanks to Admin
Redtagor for support and ganarousati! Thus, files are temporarily available; We apologize for the inconveniences. Radical change return, better than ever! Zoo News-April 27, 2012With new iPad is joining as a scanner with support from the chat, we have worked underground for a while to
develop new creatures for the last part of the original Zoo Taikon 2 conversion; the speciality of some of the most extreme animals of the whole game We tried to push the limits of realism The goal for a look, which is not just realistic, but real. We hope to be able to maintain our planning
disclosure schedule, so you can expect regular updates for the coming months. Now have a look at the first animal! Asian elephants released! Zoo News-March 29, 2012Yet is the first thing in the week another bonus is the first thing that the online, Asian elephant official bonus is to be
reissued. Continue to download The Meen Anmad Bonus! Zoo News-March 25, 2012A new bonus download for the radical replacement has been released, suitable for marine parks and certainly a creature with its own kind of beauty! Radical change-the-Meerean anmad-part one
continues! Zoo News-March 3, 2012 In Finalli, time has come for marine innism to be continued. And one can say that the wait was worth it, because some extras are included in this part... But look at yourself, and enjoy this new Zoo Taikon 2 experience! Announce the Resin: Sea Anmad!
Zoo News-July 9, 2011 Aorora Design today announced the beginning of the next episode of Radical Change! The Meenic Anmad has 10 more remade animals as well as incredible breakthroughs-research and careful design hour products in which you can learn more in the coming weeks!
Radical Change Part II continues! In continuation of zoo news-April 25, 2011In celebration, today's design announced the release of zoo saticon 2: The second part of Radical Change. This part is something highly anticipated compared to the game. Zoo Taikon 2: Radical Change Goes To
Sleep! Zoo News-Toad Design of July 1, 2010 today announced the release of the first part of Zoo Taikon 2: Radical Change. Changing the five-year Zoo Taikon 2 anniversary can now be paid by users around the world. This change is in addition to the new award-winning Zoo Taikon 2
franchise, and it allows players to experience the game along the whole new path. The exhibition for radical RemakeFoo News is our first journal entry-up! Click the picture on the left to go to the selection page. Continue As new journal entries we go through the exhibition for zoo saticon 2:
Radical Change!  Back to this fall is basically designed! Zoo News-August 19, 2009With a five year anniversary, The Taecon 2 is coming up early, the game and all its amazing trends are being recreated! From all the original animals you loved the zoo to The Taikon 2, rare and exotic
animals you learned to like from Zoo Taikon 2: Danger-related Animals. Don't forget safari animals that you were happy with Zoo Taicon 2: African Sahask, and The Sufi Ocean Animals that make you a splash on your game from Zoo Taikon 2: Sea Anmad. Even brought back animals that
are afraid of zoo taikon you zoopand: extinct animals are being remade! Go Zoo News-August 19, 2009 Auora is designed, Zoo Is an independent, non-profit design team for the Taikon 2 series. The team consisting of the most elite designers in the community, dedicated to making the zoo
creatures forced for The Taikon 2, to maintain the interest of all players and to find natural beauty in everything, says The Taikon Design Class, Jonathan Miller. Miller.
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